Three Way Transfer Switch

Introduction

A **Three way transfer switch** is used for safe and reliable operation characteristics. Their main function is also the same as many other transfer switches, that is, to provide a continuous and uninterrupted flow of power to the load without producing any damage or fault in the system.

Usually when a transfer switch is used, it acts as a bridge between two power sources. One source is regarded as the “Preferred Source” and the other one is regarded as the “Alternate Source”.

The switch switches its contacts between these two sources, depending upon the availability of power in the preferred source, as the power availability in each of the sources is continuously monitored.

When it senses a power break in its preferred or primary sources, it switches its contacts to the alternate or backup energy source. This was the simple mechanism of a Transfer Switch.

Construction of a three Way transfer switch

But in case of a three way Transfer Switch, we get an additional power source, so that in case both the two sources break up due to some unfortunate reasons, we can still have an uninterrupted supply of power, due to the third redundant source.

So in short we can conclude that the construction of a three way transfer switch is almost more or less similar to a simple two way switch, just with the increment of a third source.

So where a two source switch is designed to survive a single load failure, a three way switch is more efficient and reliable since it survives even two load failures. Although it seems that it is a rare event, but still the probabilities show that its occurrence is not that less common.

This thing can be shown as follows:
Advantages of a Three Way Transfer Switch

There are several advantages of this setup. First of all this is more safe and reliable and proves as a better option for sensitive loads or loads which require a continuous source of power at all conditions, otherwise they would get damaged or provide extreme losses.

They make your money and investment safe and provide an increased power density. Chances of power failure are almost eliminated and hence a better operation cost can be predicted.

A basic three way transfer switch topology is shown below:
Applications of a Three Way Transfer switch

Due to their increased consistency, these switches find numerous applications in industry as well as for domestic use. These are used with air conditioners, generators, UPS and many other such electrical components which can act as a backup source or would need an urgent alternate power source in case one or the other fails. They are also used in places where the backup source is urgently needed and is very crucial. A very good example can be a hospital, where such failures cannot be tolerated at any cost.

So another layer of redundancy acts as a very good option over there. This can be shown as follows:
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So I hope that now you people must have got a very clear idea of these three way transfer switches and their advantages and applications in everyday life.